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MARKUSH DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE FOR CHEMICAL PATENTS

I.

Background

Close to 30 percent of all patents are chemical patents, of which roughly 10 percent claim IP rights
over novel chemical structures using the Markush notation[1-5]. An example of an approved patent
with claims on a series of 4-anilino-3-quinolinecarbonitriles-based chemical structures for the
treatment of chronic myelogenous Leukemia (CML) is shown below in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Example of a pharmaceutical patent
In this example, the patent is on the therapeutic potential of the chemical structures bearing a 4anilino-3-quinolinecarbonitrile core structure, depicted in Figure 2, with varying substituents at the
phenyl ring and the 6 and 7 positions of the quinoline ring. The rules for substituents around the
core structure are elaborated in proses below the core structure. These rules include, for example,
the alkyl chain represented by (CH 2 ) n can be of length of 1, 2 or 3; the group represented by X can
be either N or CH, provided that when X is N the alkyl chain next to it is of length of 2 or 3 but not
1. The purpose of allowing patent applicant to use the Markush notation to make claims on similar
structures is because of the well-known fact that similar structures often share similar properties and,
in the medical field, similar pharmacological profiles. Given that the developer of a therapy often
only has resources to progress one candidate out of a pool of similar structures for clinical testing,

allowing the patent to cover the whole series of structures gives the applicant some protection
against its competitors of attempting to develop a variant into a marketable product. On the other
hand, patent examiners must balance the interests of patent applicants with those of the public. For
example, if an application is so general that it covers any unrelated structures, its patentability must
be challenged.
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Figure 2 Structure of the 4-anilino-3-quinolinecarbonitrile core

Given a patent, a so-called substructure search can be used to check for a possible infringement[6].
Two examples with similar structures are shown in Figure 3. Both contain the 4-anilino-3quinolinecarbonitrile substructure depicted in Figure 2 (highlighted in blue), but structure A is
covered by the patent whereas B is not. In fact, A is bosutinib, the clinical candidate for treating
breast cancer currently in Phase III studies[7]. The reason is because the patent claims that when X
is N the neighboring alkyl chain must be 2 or 3 carbons in length (highlighted in red). Note that the
4-anilino-3-quinolinecarbonitrile substructure in the example is laid out differently from that
in Figure 2. However, substructure searching algorithms should be able to detect the core structure
by traversing the graph, which is a problem typically handled by a Chemistry software toolkit and is
not in the scope of the proposed language.
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Figure 3 Two examples demonstrating the coverage of patent US 7,417,148

II.

Language Proposal

The current system used to describe claims in chemical inventions has many limitations. While the
core in a Markush structure provides an unequivocal definition, the variations in the substituents
have to be elaborated using an imprecise human language. Thus, when a possible infringement arises
where a structure is suspected to be covered by an existing patent, legal professionals have to first
determine the core of the patent is a substructure in the structure in question. If so, they need to
then match each substituent of the structure against the variations claimed by the patent to
determine if the entire structure is covered. Since variations can only be interpreted by human
experts, this process is often tedious and error-prone. Similarly, when a patent application containing
a Markush claim is reviewed, the patent examiner that is charged with determining the patentability
often has a hard time manually searching the patent database and published literature for possible
prior arts. For these reasons, the USPTO observed that searches of Markush claims “often consume
a disproportionate amount of Office resources as compared to other types of claims[8].”
The Markush Description Language (MDL) proposed here is meant to make claims on variations of
chemical structures machine-readable to enable automatic searches. Our language will borrow
elements from the well-known Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System (SMILES) [9] and its
companion for chemical queries, SMARTS[10], of Daylight Chemical Information, Inc. SMILES
and SMARTS are line notations for describing chemical structures as undirected graphs with weights
denoting bond orders. Examples of SMILES for the 4-anilino-3-quinolinecarbonitrile core and for
the two sample structures are displayed in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. A web service exists
that takes a SMILES string as input and generates a graphical depiction[11].
In this language, what we attempt to do is to separate the Markush structure into a fixed core
component and a variable number of substituents. This is done by disconnecting the bonds linking a
core and a substituent. Once a bond is disconnected, we cap the broken bond at the core end with a
dummy Rn atom and the corresponding substituent end with a dummy Zn atom where n is a unique
integer assigned to the disconnected bond. The matching R and Z atoms allow us to reconnect a
core to a substituent once it has been fully specified. The R and Z symbols are not part of
SMILES/SMARTS and are reserved for this purpose only. For example, after the said bonds are
disconnected, the core part of the Markush structure in US 7,417,148 will look like Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Core structured used in the Markush Description Language

III.

Language Syntax

MDL will support only two primitive types, int and boolean, and three complex types String, Mol, and,
QMol. The Mol type will be used to describe real chemical structures such as A and B shown
in Figure 3, and the QMol type will derive from Mol and will be used to describe query structures
such as the one in Figure 4. The language will also support tuples natively, which contain immutable
lists of any arbitrary objects.
MDL will provide an operator for concatenating two QMol objects together, which simply creates a
single bond between the last atom of the structure on the left hand side and the first atom of the
one on the right hand side. Furthermore, the word covers will be reserved as an operator which takes
a QMol object and a Mol object and returns true if the structure on the right hand side is covered by
the Markush claims defined by the query on the left hand side. Lastly, we will treat strings enclosed
by triple quotes as chemical literals, namely SMILES or SMARTS.
To facilitate translation into Java in order to utilize a Java-based chemistry library for low-level
operations, MDL will follow the imperative paradigm and will be statically typed.
In the code example below, the core object is the same as defined in Figure 4. The objects r1, r2, x,
and r correspond to the respective substituents recited by the claims in US 7,417,148. Note that the
group (CH 2 ) n is represented by object y, which is joined with x as a whole to be connected with the
core.

IV.

Code Example

QMol core =
'''[R6]CCC([R3])CC[R4].[R1]NC1=C(C=NC2=CC(O[R5])=C(O[R2])C=C12)C#N''';
QMol [] r1 = ('''[Z1]c1c([Cl])cc([Cl])c(OC)c1''',
'''[Z1]c1c([Cl])cc([Cl])cc1''',
'''[Z1]c1cc(OC)c(OC)c(OC)c1''',
'''[Z1]c1c([Cl])ccc(OC)c1''',
'''[Z1]c1c(C)ccc(OC)c1''',
'''[Z1]c1c(C)cc(C)c(OC)c1''',
'''[Z1]c1c([Cl])cc([Cl])c(OCC)c1''');
QMol [] r2 = ('''[Z2]C''',
'''[Z2]CC''');
QMol [] x = ('''[Z3]C[Z4]''',
'''[Z3]N$([CR0][CR0])[Z4]''',
'''[Z3]N$([CR0][CR0][CR0])[Z4]''');
QMol [] y = ('''C[Z5]''',
'''CC[Z5]''',
'''CCC[Z5]''');
// Now join the last atom of x with the first of y
QMol [] xy = X + Y;
QMol [] r = ('''[Z6]C''',
'''[Z6]CC''',
'''[Z6]CCC''',
'''[Z6]C(C)C''');
// Note the additions below are non-associative, namely the expression must
// be evaluated as (((core + r1) + r2) + xy) + r. Every time a core is
// joined with a substituent, one or more matching R-Z pairs are
// annihilated. After the last substituent, R, is joined, the Markush will
// have no Rs in it.
QMol [] markush = core + r1 + r2 + xy + r;
Mol structA =
'''CN1CCN(CC1)CCCOC2=C(C=C3C(=C2)N=CC(=C3NC4=CC(=C(C=C4Cl)Cl)OC)C#N)OC''';
if (markush covers structA) {
print "structA is covered by patent";
}
Mol structB =
'''COC1=CC(NC2=C(C=NC3=CC(OCN4CCN(C)CC4)=C(OC)C=C23)C#N)=C(Cl)C=C1Cl''';
if (markush covers structB) {
print "structB is covered by patent";
}
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